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        CONTINUE to Question 2. 

Are you or the person you are calling about experiencing problems related to 
mental illness, mental disability, or is the person using drugs/alcohol?

If No,

If No,

If No,

If No,

If No,

1

        CONTINUE to Question 3.

Proceed with Dispatch Process.

        CONTINUE to Question 3. 

ASK

Does the person have access to a weapon, or is there a weapon involved in 
this incident? 

?

ASK

?

        CONTINUE to Question 4.

Is there anything that would make communication with this person difficult? (i.e., 
language, hearing impairment, sight impairment, or any other disabilities we should know about?)

If Yes, 

If Yes, 

If Yes, 

If Yes, 

If Yes, 

        CONTINUE to Question 4.

        CONTINUE to Question 6.

        CONTINUE to Question 5.

Assess need to notify Fire Department for 
medical assistance. 

If suicide call,          WARM TRANSFER to the 

Philadelphia Crisis Line and              script.

If not a suicide call,         CONTINUE 

to Question 6. 
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        WARM TRANSFER to Fire Department

and              script.

What is your relationship to the person you are calling about?

Are you (or the person you are calling about) thinking about suicide, hurting 
themselves or someone else?

Do you (or the person being called about) have any urgent medical needs?

STOP

STOP

Have you/they acted on those 
thoughts, or is there a plan to act on 
them? What have you/they done? 

What type of weapon? Is 
that weapon present? 

Instructions For Use Of Script 
• The script questions should be asked if they have not already been answered during the course of the call. 
• Once the script is complete, incident should be forwarded to dispatcher with all available information. 
• Consult with behavioral health navigator in police radio when appropriate.
• Note answers to questions in remarks, use appropriate CAD tags/commands, and request a CIRT Unit and/or CIT 

Officer be dispatched.
• Follow existing policy regarding notifications, documentation, and deployment of resources

911 Behavioral Health Crisis Script
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